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When We Were Very YoungChildren's Books delight the young and the young at heart. From the
gentle ritual of Goodnight Moon to the incredible odyssey of bad boy Max in Where the Wild
Things Are, these timeless tales remain with us as certainly as a mother's hug.Collecting
Children's Books showcases some of the finest books and accompanying artwork from 1900 to
the present in a warm, informative and exquisite fashion, reminding us all of the joy found in this
transcendent genre. From Winnie-the-Pooh to Curious George, Alice in Wonderland to Mary
Poppins, and from The Poky Little Puppy to The Very Hungry Caterpillar, you will enjoy a
treasure trove of remarkable--and highly collectible--children's literature.This delightful
hardcover book features: • More than 100 years of classic and collectible Children Books,
including values for signed and unsigned First Edition works. • 500 color images • Original art
from such masters as Garth Williams (Charlotte's Web, Stuart Little), Maurice Sendak (Where
the Wild Things Are) and Dr. Seuss. • Collecting tips, what to look for when buying, and lists of
suggested readings by era for those seeking to rediscover the pleasure--and value--found in
children's literature.

"The book is for the book lover, collector, parent, grandparent and-- who have we left out? -- for
everyone who has ever read and loved a children's book -- which makes pretty much all of us." -
Antiques and The Arts Weekly (antiquesandthearts.com/the-transcendent-genre-of-childrens-
books-considered/)"Collecting Children's Books is great fun to peruse--perhaps with child or
grandchild on one's lap--and for anyone interested in beginning a collection in this area, it's the
perfect introduction." - Fine Books & Collections Magazine Blog, Nov. 16, 2015
(finebooksmagazine.com/fine_books_blog/2015/11/collecting-childrens-books-art-memories-
values.phtml)"...Color illustrations of book covers and illustrations make this a small treasure
equal to perusing a good children's library. While you may not find your favorite here (the authors
apologize for this in the introduction), this book introduces the joy of collecting children's books
in an engaging and well-designed small picture-book style" -Maine Antiques Digest (MAD)
maineantiquedigest.com/stories/books-received-
december-2015/5389#sthash.SN6Q2Gzh.dpuf --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.About the AuthorLongtime voice of Warman's Antiques & Collectibles and
former editor of Antique Trader and other industry magazines, Noah Fleisher serves as Public
Relations Director of Heritage Auctions, one of the country's foremost auction houses. Co-author
and spouse, Lauren Zittle, is a voracious reader and collector of Children's Books. When not
hunting for great books to read and buy, the couple enjoy adventures with their daughter, Fiona,
all over the United States.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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IntroductionFOR THE LOVE OF THE BOOK(AND THE KID)By Noah FleisherThere is a
photograph that hangs in our house of my infant daughter and me (Fiona is 9 now, as of the
printing of this book, though I’m a bit baffled how that’s happened), taken by my wife, when our
girl was a few precious months old. It shows us sitting together, my cheek resting gently against
her head – she smelled like sugar cookies when she was a baby and I couldn’t get enough of it –
as she stares off into the distance. I am reading to her Margaret Wise Brown’s classic Goodnight
Moon.That picture makes my heart swell every time I pass it. My baby girl, so sweet and
smoochable; the book, so simple, profound and readable. I cannot see the oranges and greens
of the little bunny’s room without being instantly transported back to those early days of Fiona’s
life (and wanting to say goodnight to a bowlful of mush). When she was born in early 2006, we
bought her that book and two others: The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle and Guess How
Much I Love You by Sam McBrantney. Neither my wife nor I could have foreseen the journey that
was about to unfold for us, a journey that I get to live from beginning to end every single time I
look at that lovely little snapshot.I don’t mean the journey of parenting – an adventure unto itself
like no other, as many of you reading this can certainly testify to – but, rather, that of the world of
Children’s Books. Those three simple cardboard books, which we would read countless
thousands of times to her, over and over and over – and which would serve as teething toys to
her a few months down the line while we expanded her library – were a revelation to both my
wife and I.We read to her from the moment we brought her home. I mean it. Within an hour of her
introduction to the apartment where we lived, she was in my lap listening to that baby bunny in
Goodnight Moon. What followed those first few weeks and years were more children’s books,
some classic, some not-so classic. It didn’t matter. My wife was a ravenous compiler of book
piles carted out from the local library. She stored the titles away in her database of a brain; we
read hundreds of pages a week.Now Fiona devours fiction and non-fiction tomes by the dozens:
chapter books, kid magazines, comic books, picture books, you name it. In fact, when she was a
bit younger, on those occasions when she would need a little discipline, there was one quick
“punishment” that would make her see the light: a quick threat to take away her books. Worked
like a charm every time.The bonus of all this is that our kid loves the written word and reads like
a champ. What’s more, my wife and I reconnected with the joy of reading all the classic titles and



authors of childhood again. Very quickly, as you might imagine from a household steeped in
antiques and collectibles, we began to realize a burgeoning expertise in the form. We marveled
at the compelling simplicity of Eric Carle’s various animals, fish, birds and bugs. We loved the
messages in Margaret Wise Brown’s direct and lovely prose. A. A. Milne’s Winnie the Pooh
proved every bit as lovely and deep as he did when we were little, and the rhymes and lessons
of Russell Hoban’s Frances the Badger are the axiomatic backdrop against which we measured
our daughter’s social progress.As she’s grown, we’ve moved into the great chapter books for
kids, both old and new. We all love Beverly Cleary and her various tales of animals, boys named
Henry, girls named Beezus and Ramona and a mouse who has a few amazing adventures on a
motorcycle. Her introduction to Mary Poppins, Peter Pan and Willy Wonka were not on the big
screen, as they were for me, they were via the various volumes that bear those names and the
genius authors and artists that imbued them with life. Last year we visited Frances Hodgson
Burnett’s The Secret Garden and were thoroughly enchanted with the unapologetic magic of
Miss Mary, Dickon and sickly little Colin. I can even bear the repetitious adventures of Humphrey
the Hamster, The Rainbow Fairies and the Magic Tree House, among so many that she reads for
brain candy just because when Fiona wants to relax this is where she goes. It beats any video
game or TV show by a mile.My wife and I are not unique in this immersion in Children’s Books.
Our generation, a bridge generation between the pre-digital “dark days” when we were forced to
read books and the current overkill of the Web in providing every detail of every day in the ones
and zeroes of Google, Ebook Tops, Instagram and the like. In fact, it has seemed to us, if
anything, there has been a trend back toward a more simple engagement with the written page
since the world has moved mostly online. I know we hunger for it and seek it out wherever we
can. I know we have friends who are the same.Given my longtime relationship with the good
folks at Krause Publications, and my history in the antiques and collectibles business, it was a
short leap to creating this book. When editorial director Paul Kennedy and I started talking about
this book, we both felt the time was ripe. It’s easy to covet the first and best editions of these
books, to see them in their original glory as presented to their first lucky readers.So it is, then,
with love in our hearts and pride in our work that my wife Lauren and I present to you this volume.
May it inspire you to re-connect both with those books that take you back to the early days of
your own child’s life, but also to the early days of your own, to bedtimes and downtimes spent
curled on the couch, or snuggled under covers, adventuring throughout the world with your
favorite characters. I hope you see more than a few books in here that transport you right there. I
know so many of these do just that for me.What follows are our best efforts to quantify and
qualify what it means to both love and collect children’s literature. It’s about story and philosophy
as much as it’s about material culture. We have looked at what it means to collect first edition
classics, signed and unsigned, from the great names of the past. We have attempted to define
the best of the various eras in Children’s Literature that populate the 20th and early 21st
centuries. We have come to realize – and I hope you will forgive us any oversight as concerns
any title or author you or your kids love – that to completely explore this topic would require an



encyclopedia of many volumes. We’ve had to make choices based on the information and
images available to us. We apologize to so much of the great Children’s Books of the 19th
Century that we simply could not cover; the topic is just too vast to sum up in these pages.While
not necessarily meaning this intro to turn into a love letter to my dear daughter Fiona, it’s
impossible for me not to write this essay – and this book – without it turning into just that. This
book, the entire journey, would have been impossible without her. If you’re reading this book right
now, if my words mean anything to you, then you’re thinking about your own children, about their
journey through the books they loved so much – and that you read over and over and over to
them – and you’re composing your own love letter to them, whether grown or growing.Indulge
me, then, as I dedicate my work on this book to her. Fiona, you have been present in my heart
with every key stroke. Your father loves you very much, kiddo. Never ever forget that, okay?MY
FAVORITE CHILDREN’S BOOKWhile the written word has largely become my life as an adult
(both professionally and personally, for enjoyment) I was not a kid that read too terribly much,
nor do I have a tremendous amount of memories of being read to by my parents – a forgivable
thing, considering that they wrangled with three boys every day, all of us just a year apart and my
two older brothers such hellions that I imagine they just wanted a few minutes of peace at the
end of the day when we were all finally safely carted off to bed.It wasn’t until I was in college, in
fact, that I began to take extended refuge in the printed word. When it came on me, however, it
came in a flood and I wolfed words by the tens of thousands. I do, however, clearly recall my
favorite book from when I was a small boy. It was called Jerome, written by Phillip Ressner and
illustrated by Jerome Snyder (Parents Magazine Press, 1967). It’s long been out of print and I
would doubt there are 10 people reading this book that have ever heard of it.I don’t know how
this psychedelic little book came into our house when I was a kid, or why, but it had a huge
impact on me and, since it is neither famous nor collectible and will not appear anywhere else in
this book, I would like to share it with you. The copy you see here was given to me by a friend in
the months before my daughter’s birth. I mentioned it in a passing conversation and she, without
me knowing, found it online, ordered it, and within two weeks placed it in my hands.Jerome is an
odd and ambiguous little story, beautifully illustrated and probably not too terribly well-written. It
follows the title character’s journey one day as he is sitting on a lily pad catching flies to eat. He
sees a witch passing by and, in simple observation, remarks upon what an ugly old witch she is.
The witch reprimands him, telling him that it’s not nice to call people witches and, while inferring
she could cast a terrible spell on him, says that, instead, she is going to make him a prince.She
does so, without fanfare of any kind, and tells him to go do Princely Deeds. Jerome himself
seems nonplussed by it and, in fact, is unchanged in appearance. It’s obviously a trick, but
Jerome is un-phased. He marches off to the closest town and introduces himself to the skeptical
and laughing townspeople as the Prince that does Princely Deeds.Mocked at first by the
townspeople, who see only a frog, he is finally assigned a Princely Deed: Slay the giant crow
that is eating all their corn crops. Jerome accepts the challenge and off he goes to confront the
big black bird. As it turns out, the giant crow is gobbling all the corn out of fear of not having



enough for himself. After all, who could resist such juicy kernels of corn? Jerome assures him
that he himself does not like corn, that he knows many animals that want nothing to do with corn
and that all the crow needs to do is share with the townspeople and there will be plenty for
everyone. The crow, satisfied, flies off.In doing two more Princely Deeds for the townspeople –
convincing a fire-breathing dragon to work at the town dump incinerating rubbish instead of
burning maidens and tricking a cruel wizard with crazy psychedelic green glasses who gets
whatever he wishes for into turning himself back into the carefree boy he once was – they come
to venerate Jerome, convinced he really is a Prince. They reward Jerome with a little castle, right
by a pond with lily pads, where he can sit all day and catch flies to eat.Just looking at the artwork
of this book, feeling the board covers and the thick, treated paper, I am overwhelmed with
nostalgia. I can smell the yellow sunlight and dust in my room as I read it sprawled out on the
carpet. It is a powerful thing, this little book. Jerome spoke to me because I felt, like him, that I
had goodness in me. That I had the capability to help and to create change though I might not
have seemed it to those around me.In the end, Jerome solves the problems with brains – not
brawn – and realizes his true potential to be, without a doubt, a fine prince. I’m no prince, but I do
believe in brain over brawn, any day, and I do believe in everyone’s realization of their true
potential no matter how they look or what anyone may think of them.ON COLLECTINGBoth
Lauren and I have understood, since we started working on this project, that it would be
impossible to cover every great children’s book. Somewhere in here, we are sure, one of your
favorite books is missing. While we apologize for this – some of our favorite books are, too – I
would remind you that this book is not an encyclopedia, at least not yet.What it is at its heart,
besides a trip through time and childhood, is a book about collecting. Hopefully more than a few
people who have no experience in the collecting marketplace will see something that piques
their interest and decide to pursue it further. That is the very essence of collecting: pursuing
something because it speaks to you.Values and value ranges have been assigned to most of the
images you’ll see here, and they have been culled from auction results. They are not meant to be
a strict price guide that stridently quantifies every dog-ear and split spine. There are variations
on first editions, first printings, signed volumes and author inscriptions – all things that can affect
the value of a given book. What we have set out to do in these pages is to give you a sense of
what you can find out there. In many cases the books presented here would go for more than
suggested, and in many cases less. It has to be about the chase, because, as stated above, it
speaks to you.Collecting is an emotional pursuit. Ask any expert and they will tell you, if you
don’t love it, don’t go after it. This holds very true with children’s books. If this book is your entrée
into the marketplace, congratulations and have fun, but make sure you do your due diligence
when it comes to buying.

IntroductionFOR THE LOVE OF THE BOOK(AND THE KID)By Noah FleisherThere is a
photograph that hangs in our house of my infant daughter and me (Fiona is 9 now, as of the
printing of this book, though I’m a bit baffled how that’s happened), taken by my wife, when our



girl was a few precious months old. It shows us sitting together, my cheek resting gently against
her head – she smelled like sugar cookies when she was a baby and I couldn’t get enough of it –
as she stares off into the distance. I am reading to her Margaret Wise Brown’s classic Goodnight
Moon.That picture makes my heart swell every time I pass it. My baby girl, so sweet and
smoochable; the book, so simple, profound and readable. I cannot see the oranges and greens
of the little bunny’s room without being instantly transported back to those early days of Fiona’s
life (and wanting to say goodnight to a bowlful of mush). When she was born in early 2006, we
bought her that book and two others: The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle and Guess How
Much I Love You by Sam McBrantney. Neither my wife nor I could have foreseen the journey that
was about to unfold for us, a journey that I get to live from beginning to end every single time I
look at that lovely little snapshot.I don’t mean the journey of parenting – an adventure unto itself
like no other, as many of you reading this can certainly testify to – but, rather, that of the world of
Children’s Books. Those three simple cardboard books, which we would read countless
thousands of times to her, over and over and over – and which would serve as teething toys to
her a few months down the line while we expanded her library – were a revelation to both my
wife and I.We read to her from the moment we brought her home. I mean it. Within an hour of her
introduction to the apartment where we lived, she was in my lap listening to that baby bunny in
Goodnight Moon. What followed those first few weeks and years were more children’s books,
some classic, some not-so classic. It didn’t matter. My wife was a ravenous compiler of book
piles carted out from the local library. She stored the titles away in her database of a brain; we
read hundreds of pages a week.Now Fiona devours fiction and non-fiction tomes by the dozens:
chapter books, kid magazines, comic books, picture books, you name it. In fact, when she was a
bit younger, on those occasions when she would need a little discipline, there was one quick
“punishment” that would make her see the light: a quick threat to take away her books. Worked
like a charm every time.The bonus of all this is that our kid loves the written word and reads like
a champ. What’s more, my wife and I reconnected with the joy of reading all the classic titles and
authors of childhood again. Very quickly, as you might imagine from a household steeped in
antiques and collectibles, we began to realize a burgeoning expertise in the form. We marveled
at the compelling simplicity of Eric Carle’s various animals, fish, birds and bugs. We loved the
messages in Margaret Wise Brown’s direct and lovely prose. A. A. Milne’s Winnie the Pooh
proved every bit as lovely and deep as he did when we were little, and the rhymes and lessons
of Russell Hoban’s Frances the Badger are the axiomatic backdrop against which we measured
our daughter’s social progress.As she’s grown, we’ve moved into the great chapter books for
kids, both old and new. We all love Beverly Cleary and her various tales of animals, boys named
Henry, girls named Beezus and Ramona and a mouse who has a few amazing adventures on a
motorcycle. Her introduction to Mary Poppins, Peter Pan and Willy Wonka were not on the big
screen, as they were for me, they were via the various volumes that bear those names and the
genius authors and artists that imbued them with life. Last year we visited Frances Hodgson
Burnett’s The Secret Garden and were thoroughly enchanted with the unapologetic magic of



Miss Mary, Dickon and sickly little Colin. I can even bear the repetitious adventures of Humphrey
the Hamster, The Rainbow Fairies and the Magic Tree House, among so many that she reads for
brain candy just because when Fiona wants to relax this is where she goes. It beats any video
game or TV show by a mile.My wife and I are not unique in this immersion in Children’s Books.
Our generation, a bridge generation between the pre-digital “dark days” when we were forced to
read books and the current overkill of the Web in providing every detail of every day in the ones
and zeroes of Google, Ebook Tops, Instagram and the like. In fact, it has seemed to us, if
anything, there has been a trend back toward a more simple engagement with the written page
since the world has moved mostly online. I know we hunger for it and seek it out wherever we
can. I know we have friends who are the same.Given my longtime relationship with the good
folks at Krause Publications, and my history in the antiques and collectibles business, it was a
short leap to creating this book. When editorial director Paul Kennedy and I started talking about
this book, we both felt the time was ripe. It’s easy to covet the first and best editions of these
books, to see them in their original glory as presented to their first lucky readers.So it is, then,
with love in our hearts and pride in our work that my wife Lauren and I present to you this volume.
May it inspire you to re-connect both with those books that take you back to the early days of
your own child’s life, but also to the early days of your own, to bedtimes and downtimes spent
curled on the couch, or snuggled under covers, adventuring throughout the world with your
favorite characters. I hope you see more than a few books in here that transport you right there. I
know so many of these do just that for me.What follows are our best efforts to quantify and
qualify what it means to both love and collect children’s literature. It’s about story and philosophy
as much as it’s about material culture. We have looked at what it means to collect first edition
classics, signed and unsigned, from the great names of the past. We have attempted to define
the best of the various eras in Children’s Literature that populate the 20th and early 21st
centuries. We have come to realize – and I hope you will forgive us any oversight as concerns
any title or author you or your kids love – that to completely explore this topic would require an
encyclopedia of many volumes. We’ve had to make choices based on the information and
images available to us. We apologize to so much of the great Children’s Books of the 19th
Century that we simply could not cover; the topic is just too vast to sum up in these pages.While
not necessarily meaning this intro to turn into a love letter to my dear daughter Fiona, it’s
impossible for me not to write this essay – and this book – without it turning into just that. This
book, the entire journey, would have been impossible without her. If you’re reading this book right
now, if my words mean anything to you, then you’re thinking about your own children, about their
journey through the books they loved so much – and that you read over and over and over to
them – and you’re composing your own love letter to them, whether grown or growing.Indulge
me, then, as I dedicate my work on this book to her. Fiona, you have been present in my heart
with every key stroke. Your father loves you very much, kiddo. Never ever forget that, okay?MY
FAVORITE CHILDREN’S BOOKWhile the written word has largely become my life as an adult
(both professionally and personally, for enjoyment) I was not a kid that read too terribly much,



nor do I have a tremendous amount of memories of being read to by my parents – a forgivable
thing, considering that they wrangled with three boys every day, all of us just a year apart and my
two older brothers such hellions that I imagine they just wanted a few minutes of peace at the
end of the day when we were all finally safely carted off to bed.It wasn’t until I was in college, in
fact, that I began to take extended refuge in the printed word. When it came on me, however, it
came in a flood and I wolfed words by the tens of thousands. I do, however, clearly recall my
favorite book from when I was a small boy. It was called Jerome, written by Phillip Ressner and
illustrated by Jerome Snyder (Parents Magazine Press, 1967). It’s long been out of print and I
would doubt there are 10 people reading this book that have ever heard of it.I don’t know how
this psychedelic little book came into our house when I was a kid, or why, but it had a huge
impact on me and, since it is neither famous nor collectible and will not appear anywhere else in
this book, I would like to share it with you. The copy you see here was given to me by a friend in
the months before my daughter’s birth. I mentioned it in a passing conversation and she, without
me knowing, found it online, ordered it, and within two weeks placed it in my hands.Jerome is an
odd and ambiguous little story, beautifully illustrated and probably not too terribly well-written. It
follows the title character’s journey one day as he is sitting on a lily pad catching flies to eat. He
sees a witch passing by and, in simple observation, remarks upon what an ugly old witch she is.
The witch reprimands him, telling him that it’s not nice to call people witches and, while inferring
she could cast a terrible spell on him, says that, instead, she is going to make him a prince.She
does so, without fanfare of any kind, and tells him to go do Princely Deeds. Jerome himself
seems nonplussed by it and, in fact, is unchanged in appearance. It’s obviously a trick, but
Jerome is un-phased. He marches off to the closest town and introduces himself to the skeptical
and laughing townspeople as the Prince that does Princely Deeds.Mocked at first by the
townspeople, who see only a frog, he is finally assigned a Princely Deed: Slay the giant crow
that is eating all their corn crops. Jerome accepts the challenge and off he goes to confront the
big black bird. As it turns out, the giant crow is gobbling all the corn out of fear of not having
enough for himself. After all, who could resist such juicy kernels of corn? Jerome assures him
that he himself does not like corn, that he knows many animals that want nothing to do with corn
and that all the crow needs to do is share with the townspeople and there will be plenty for
everyone. The crow, satisfied, flies off.In doing two more Princely Deeds for the townspeople –
convincing a fire-breathing dragon to work at the town dump incinerating rubbish instead of
burning maidens and tricking a cruel wizard with crazy psychedelic green glasses who gets
whatever he wishes for into turning himself back into the carefree boy he once was – they come
to venerate Jerome, convinced he really is a Prince. They reward Jerome with a little castle, right
by a pond with lily pads, where he can sit all day and catch flies to eat.Just looking at the artwork
of this book, feeling the board covers and the thick, treated paper, I am overwhelmed with
nostalgia. I can smell the yellow sunlight and dust in my room as I read it sprawled out on the
carpet. It is a powerful thing, this little book. Jerome spoke to me because I felt, like him, that I
had goodness in me. That I had the capability to help and to create change though I might not



have seemed it to those around me.In the end, Jerome solves the problems with brains – not
brawn – and realizes his true potential to be, without a doubt, a fine prince. I’m no prince, but I do
believe in brain over brawn, any day, and I do believe in everyone’s realization of their true
potential no matter how they look or what anyone may think of them.ON COLLECTINGBoth
Lauren and I have understood, since we started working on this project, that it would be
impossible to cover every great children’s book. Somewhere in here, we are sure, one of your
favorite books is missing. While we apologize for this – some of our favorite books are, too – I
would remind you that this book is not an encyclopedia, at least not yet.What it is at its heart,
besides a trip through time and childhood, is a book about collecting. Hopefully more than a few
people who have no experience in the collecting marketplace will see something that piques
their interest and decide to pursue it further. That is the very essence of collecting: pursuing
something because it speaks to you.Values and value ranges have been assigned to most of the
images you’ll see here, and they have been culled from auction results. They are not meant to be
a strict price guide that stridently quantifies every dog-ear and split spine. There are variations
on first editions, first printings, signed volumes and author inscriptions – all things that can affect
the value of a given book. What we have set out to do in these pages is to give you a sense of
what you can find out there. In many cases the books presented here would go for more than
suggested, and in many cases less. It has to be about the chase, because, as stated above, it
speaks to you.Collecting is an emotional pursuit. Ask any expert and they will tell you, if you
don’t love it, don’t go after it. This holds very true with children’s books. If this book is your entrée
into the marketplace, congratulations and have fun, but make sure you do your due diligence
when it comes to buying.Get to know dealers and collectors, find shows and auctions and attend
them. Ask a million questions. Any good auctioneer or dealer will be happy to spend as much
time with you as you are willing to spend. Their level of accessibility will rise with your interest
and enthusiasm. If you don’t love it, don’t put money into it – that is the bottom line. The best
examples of first edition children’s literature, where the biggest names are concerned, is still a
competitive market and one that requires a solid foundation to make the right choices.
Meanwhile, however, at the lower and mid-levels of the market, there are simply a ton of great
books waiting to be discovered, and for cheap.If a collector is focused, willing to invest the time
to learn what’s out there and what to pay for it, there’s a broad world of charming books
awaiting.We also had to ask ourselves the question as to whether the massive shift toward
digital everything in the last 15 years has affected collectors, and the answer is: certainly, for
better and for worse. Things like the iPad, Ebook Tops and the proliferation of video games has
certainly punched the rare book market in the gut, but it’s no knockout.On one hand, technology
has leveled the playing field and made clear, for the most part, who has what book and where it
is – that’s a positive. The negative is that there is now a second generation that has been raised
in an almost exclusively digital manner and there’s been a fall-off not only in the amount of
people actually reading physical books, but also in the amount of people seeking out the
classics for their kids in any format.The positive to that negative? There’s so much more



available to the dedicated and intrepid collector and prices are much more uniform across the
board. It’s also easy to see now an emerging backlash movement against digital life. In a few
generations we may well see a concerted movement back to the printed page, a mid-21st
Century revival countermanding digital media’s pronouncement of death upon print and making
you and the collection you are lovingly putting together look that much better to your children
and grandchildren.What do you then look for in your first edition children’s books? Besides the
titles you love?“Three words: Condition, condition, condition,” said James Gannon, Director of
Rare Books at Heritage Auctions. “Does it have its original dust jacket? Is it signed or inscribed?
Is it in good shape or is it torn? Is the hardback cover in good condition? Are the corners bent or
shredded? Are the pages dog-eared? Does it have all the pages in it and, most importantly,
does it say ‘first printing’ on that title page?”The Auction Archives at PBA Galleries in San
Francisco (), Bloomsbury in London (), or Heritage Auctions () are a good place to start any
search and to get a good sense of price and condition. Mainstream booksellers like Barnes and
Noble, Half-Price Books and Powell’s Books (out of Portland, Ore.) all feature good first edition
children’s books and can give you a good idea of what retail is on a given title. Smart collectors,
or would-be collectors, are all also well-served to check out online booksellers like , and .All and
any of the above are enough to give you a sense of what’s out there and, hopefully, a good bead
on that signed first-edition Harry Potter you’ve been coveting since your kids starting reading the
books.A last word of advice from Gannon to the neophyte: This is a true buyer’s market right
now.“In the end, I would urge any new collector to find a dealer or an auctioneer that you trust
and have a good rapport with,” said Gannon. “There has been, and will continue to be, a
proliferation of small auction houses selling collections of good books. This is a side effect of the
closing of so many brick and mortar stores due to current market conditions.”This means
patience, it means not rushing out immediately and buying from the top auctioneers and dealers
in the field as they tend to the expensive side. A good relationship with a reputable dealer is very
desirable, but there are many tools available to speed along an education.“Go find offerings that
others are missing,” said Gannon. “With a computer you can do this from home mostly by
looking at auctions and specialty sites and using want lists and keywords to get what you want.
The fun comes in getting a great kid’s book before anyone else and paying much less for the
effort.”

COLLECTOR RESOURCESThe websites, dealers and auctioneers listed below are an excellent
resource not only for acquiring books, but for educating yourself about the state of the market
and the prices that many titles are currently bringing. You’ll pay more via a dealer, sometimes
significantly so, but you’re paying for ease of access – a professional dealer has stock on-hand
and access to writers and publishers that you don’t, so don’t begrudge them the extra money for
their effort if it means enough to you. Taken in total, some time well spent on the sites below will
go a long way toward introducing you to the range of material, and prices, in the modern market
for antique children’s books.AUCTIONEERS:PBA Galleries:Dreweatts Bloomsbury



Auctions:Quinn’s Auction:Heritage
Auctions:WEBSITES:Abebooks.comAlibris.comDEALERS:AlephBet Books:Old Children’s
Books:Between The Covers:The Antiquarian Booksellers Association of America:Bauman Rare
Books:

PAGING THROUGH CHILDHOOD By Lauren ZittleWhen our daughter Fiona was born, long-
forgotten memories hidden away in my brain were re-awakened. As I whispered the words of
Goodnight Moon and The Very Hungry Caterpillar into her little ears, I recalled my days as a
young book worm.I grew up in the 1970s, the only child of divorced parents. Television was a
central figure in my daily life. Thankfully, early on, my mother introduced me to the wonders of
Maurice Sendak. The Nutshell Library and the What Do You Say and Do, Dear books are forever
imprinted on my brain. She introduced me to Cricket Magazine, which I vividly remember
reading, contentedly curled up on the Murphy bed in our tiny Santa Monica, Calif., apartment.My
long, hot summers were spent in Scottsdale, Ariz., with my father and his family. These days
were punctuated by regular trips to the library with my step-mother. One of my fondest memories
of this time with my father is of him reading the Dr. Doolittle series to me before bed, the very
copies he had read in his childhood.Clearly, there were many adults involved in making me a
reader. When my third grade teacher, Mrs. Ellis, read Pippi Longstocking to my class, the
adventures of this wacky young girl captivated me. By the 4th grade, I was fully immersed in the
world of children’s literature. I read everything - from The Phantom Tollbooth to The Borrowers,
from The Chronicles of Narnia to everything written by Judy Blume. I named my dog Rontu, just
like Karana did in Scott O’Dell’s Island of the Blue Dolphins.Flash forward to 2006. I now had a
little future reader in my arms. I couldn’t wait to share all of my favorites with her.This journey with
my daughter has helped me realize just how much I adore children’s literature. I’m inspired and
moved by the authors and artists who choose this profession, how they connect with their
audience, remembering what it’s like to be a kid, just as it helps me to remember.When it works
well, it’s magic. It contributes to my parenting and helps me stay connected to what my daughter
is thinking. Through this sharing I’m able to guide Fiona to read what’s appropriate for her age. I
also get the chance to read works that I had only seen on TV, or in the movies, as a child. My
husband and I have relished finally getting to read works such as Mary Poppins, Peter Pan and
The Rescuers and, in turn, use them to have great family discussions. There have been many a
special moment finishing up a book with Fiona running to get me a tissue.When my husband
asked me to collaborate on this book, I jumped at the chance. The opportunity to delve deeper
into children’s literature has been a joy. Despite being married to a man who works in the
antiques and collectibles industry, the idea of collecting had never really appealed to me. Now I
realize I have the beginnings of a collection. My shelves hold many old and well-loved copies of
books inscribed to me from grandmothers and grandfathers, aunts and uncles, to my parents
from their relatives. Collecting is a labor of love, a connection with the past. I can see that now.As
I look at these “real” collections I am stunned. Browsing through the treasure troves of books on



the auction block has flipped a switch in me. The idea of owning a signed first edition of Mary
Poppins now makes me swoon.“There are perhaps no days of our childhood we lived so fully as
those we spent with a favorite book,” wrote Marcel Proust.I hope, as you peruse this guide, that it
fills you with love and wonder for this medium. Never before, in this mother’s opinion, has it been
so important to keep this tradition alive.



C. Miller, “Wonderful book but .... This book is well researched and well written and I especially
enjoyed the biography portion of this book. The only negative comment I have is the fact that the
authors listed the price value of the book - if signed by the author. I found this to be a bit
distracting and of little value to me as I RARELY have children's book signed by the author.”

Martha, “Great resource book!. Great recommendations and reminders of older classic books to
buy my grandsons. Delivery was on time.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “For children's book collectors. This book reminded me just how much I
love children's books. It is a great reference book for the new collector although, as the author
stated, he couldn't include all my favorites! I enjoyed it tremendously!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. great book”

Mary Ann Z. Robson, “Descriptions and recommendations of beloved children's books. A
delightful trip down memory lane with interesting and detailed descriptions of favorite children's
books.”

Michael Morgan, “A fine effort in a noble cause. Well worth the money.. I picked up a copy of this
book yesterday, and it was a real shock how many of my childhood memories are
included.Happy memories of my grandmother and great-grandmother reading these books to
me as a child made me a bit misty.Yes, this is a book for collectors, but it is also a guidebook for
new parents looking for great books to share with their own children.”

The book by Noah Fleisher has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 19 people have provided feedback.
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